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ABSTRACT  

This study investigates daylight conditions in two assisted 

living facilities built on the same site in different years: 

1964 and 2011. As eyes age, they require higher illuminance 

levels to offset the reduction in the amount of light reaching 

the retina; therefore, daylight plays an important role in the 

design of facilities.  

Site visits were conducted to collect detailed data, i.e. 

physical properties of materials, illuminance, and luminance 

measurements using High Dynamic Range photography. 

Representative spaces in both facilities were modeled and 

simulated using the Ecotect, RADIANCE and DAYSIM 

lighting programs.  

Preliminary results have shown that the new facility, in 

general, provides lower illuminance levels and reduced 

glare probability than the old one. This study found that the 

new assisted living facility did not improve daylighting 

conditions and relies more on the use of electric lighting 

than the old one. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Space for the elderly should be designed to compensate for 

their sensory loss and promote healthier lives. Effective 

daylighting strategies for senior citizens should address two 

main complaints: low illumination level and glare. Vision 

Performance is physically deteriorates as people get older 

when pupils become smaller and lenticular transparency is 

lost. Therefore, the amount of light reaching the retina is 

reduced and more bright light is needed to offset this 

reduction. Scattering lights and the reduced ability in 

focusing are the major causes of blurred images for the 

elderly. Lenses become yellow which distorts original 

colors in their visual field. An increase in the prevalence of 

ocular disease with increasing age contributes to the need 

for special attention to the lighting requirements of older 

persons, thus the elderly must depend on their environment 

to compensate for sensory loss.  

 

2. THE ASSISTED LIVING FACILITY 

The assisted living facilities for this study are located in 

south central Texas. The older facility was built in 1964 and 

has served for approximately 50 years. This facility is an 

apartment-style habitat designed to provide assistance with 

daily living activities.  

The owner decided to build a new facility to replace the 

1964 facility. The first phase of the new construction is 

being built in 2011. In this phase of the new facility is being 

constructed on the northern part of the facility grounds. The 

old facility was torn down in December 2011. After 
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completion of the first phase of the construction, all 

residents of the old facility were moved into the new facility. 

This study was conducted between construction phases 1 

and 2 to evaluate the daylighting performance of the old and 

new facilities (see Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1: Site Plan of the assisted living facility between 

construction phases 1 and 2 (The facility located in the 

upper part of the picture is the new area.) 

2.1 The Old Assisted Living Facility 

The old facility built in 1964 is a single story building with 

69 personal living units, 3 dining rooms, a community room, 

a chapel, and a beauty shop.  The overall site plan of the old 

facility has a longer east and west façade. Shading control in 

the 22 east-facing living units is difficult to control. The 

uncontrolled low angle of daylight in the morning can cause 

glare problems for older residents. With a predominantly 

east or west-facing façade, a general fixed shading system 

does not perform well throughout the day as the altitude of 

the sun is much lower. To overcome this problem, effective 

solar shading can be achieved using a moveable solar 

shading system. Controllable fins, unlike fixed ones, can 

hang vertically in front of a window and still optimize solar 

shading and visibility. 

 The public spaces such as dining rooms and community 

rooms are illuminated by clerestory and curtain wall 

windows. Walls are painted beige and the floor has light-

colored vinyl tiles. All the doors are beige painted wood. 

All of the personal living units have large windows touching 

both side walls and maximize visual connections to the 

outdoor green space (see Fig. 2). Some of the personal 

living units have doors to access outdoor courtyards. 19 

living units face north, 19 units face south, 22 units face east 

and 9 units face west.  

 

Fig. 2: Personal living units in the old facility  

The number of living units facing west is relatively smaller 

than the other orientations. The west-facing units are only 

one-thirds the size of the other windows situated in other 

directions. West-facing windows in the northern hemisphere 

have solar heat gain and glare problems. The architecture 

design strategy such as applying small size west windows 

and site plan strategy minimizing west facing living units 

was helpful in hot weather area to reduce glare and heat 

transfer through windows.  

Fig. 3 shows the green courtyard in the middle of the old 

building which is a recommended design option for older 

residents with frail health conditions. Studies show that 

providing easy access to a garden area by laying out more 

green areas close to personal living units makes a more 

restorative environment. Outdoor areas providing 

environments free from the demands and stress of everyday 

life could have significant positive effects on the health of 

older people (Kaplan et al., 2003). The buildings 

surrounding the courtyard shut out the cold wind from the 

north in winter and block the low angle of sunshine from the 

west in the evening. The trees in the courtyard are about 25 

New 

Old 
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feet tall and are rounded and finely branched which creates 

dense shade under the crown. Trees shade the garden from 

hot sun in summer and admit sunshine in winter. 

 

Fig. 3: Courtyard garden of the old facility 

2.2 New Assisted Living Facility 

The new facility is a two story building. The personal living 

units are similar to each other and are fairly evenly 

distributed by orientation.  The main difference from the old 

building’s floor layout is that the new floor plan layout is 

not circular as the old one. Residents’ living units branch 

out from the core public spaces such as the dining rooms 

and community rooms. Green spaces are located between 

the building branches. A sun balcony is located on the east 

side between the personal living units. Research indicates 

that without daylight, the biological clock will eventually 

start running on its own natural cycle; however, as soon as 

morning light hits the eye, the clock will reset to match the 

earth's 24-hour day (Ancoli-Israel et al., 2003). Therefore, 

an east side sun room is a supportive design option to create 

a healing environment for the elderly suffering from sleep 

disorders. 

All of the personal living units in the old facility have 

similar dimensions and designs (width: 3.4m, depth: 4.12m, 

height: 2.4m) (see Fig. 4). Room windows are 3.2m wide by 

1.6m high. The sill height of the window is 0.9 m. The 

window covers two-thirds of the wall and the top of the 

windows touch the ceiling. The WWR (Windows Wall 

Ratio) is 0.538.  

The new personal living units have larger (22.3m
2
) rooms 

than the old facility (14.0m
2
). The new space is deeper 

(New PL: 6.8m, Old PL: 4.1m) and higher (New PL: 3m, 

Old PL: 2.55m). The new living units have a two-window 

scheme: one window (1.2m w x1.8m h) or two windows 

(two of 0.6m w x 1.8m h). The sill height is lower (0.61m) 

than old one (0.9m) which provides a better view for seniors 

seated in wheel chairs. A low view angle provided by low 

sill height is more effective on the second floor so residents 

can look down on the outside area. 

 

Fig. 4: Personal living unit in the new assisted living facility  

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Site Visit 

Site visits were conducted to collect detailed data. The 

variables measured in the assisted living facilities were: 

horizontal and vertical illuminance, horizontal and vertical 

luminance measurements using High Dynamic Range (HDR) 

photography, and physical properties of materials. 

Reflectance of all the interior surfaces was measured.  

3.2 Daylighting Simulation  

A daylight simulation is a computer-based calculation of the 

amount of daylight inside or outside. Four personal living 

units representing North, East, West, and South, and South-

facing dining rooms were selected for daylighting 

simulation in both the old and new assisted living facilities.  

Representative spaces of both facilities were modeled and 

simulated using the Ecotect, RADIANCE and DAYSIM 

lighting programs.  

 3D models were generated in Ecotect to calculate 

illuminance levels over an analysis grid. The model was 

exported to DAYSIM to verify the annual performance data 
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with different performance metrics. Simulations were done 

hourly for an entire year using climate-based data. A 

proposed set of daylight metrics, such as Daylight 

Autonomy (DA) base 300-500-750lx, Useful Daylight 

Illuminance (UDI), Horizontal Diversity, assessed the 

qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the daylighting 

systems as well as their energy impact.  

 

4. EVALUATION 

4.1 Simulation Of Annual Daylight Illuminance 

Distributions 

Preliminary results of UDI and DA have shown that the new 

facility, in general, provides lower illuminance levels and 

reduced glare probability than the old one. This study found 

that the new assisted living facility did not improve 

daylighting conditions and relies more on the use of electric 

lighting than the old one, therefore increasing its carbon-

footprint. 

TABLE 1 shows that all sensors in the south-facing living 

units of the old facility have a Daylight Factor (DF) above 

2%, which is recommended. The rest of other personal 

living units in the old facility have a DF above 2% in 50% 

of the sensors. However, DF in the new personal living units 

indicates that only 32% of sensors of the analysis plane 

satisfy the recommended level, DF above 2%. 

Useful Daylight Illuminance (UDI) evaluates hourly time 

values based upon three illumination ranges, 0-100 lux, 100-

2000 lux, and over 2000lux.

 

TABLE 1. ANNUAL DAYLIGHT AVAILABILITY AT THE LIVING UNITS OF THE OLD AND NEW ASSISTED 

LIVING FACILITY 

 Living Units at New Facility Living Units at Old Facility 

Orientation North East West South North East West South 

Area 21.69m2 21.69m2 21.69m2 21.69m2 13.82m2 13.82m2 13.82m2 13.82m2 

WWR 0.265 0.265 0.265 0.265 0.538 0.538 0.538 0.538 

Wall Color Gray Gray Gray Gray Ivory Ivory Ivory Ivory 

Daylight 

Factor 

32% 

sensors>2% 

32% 

sensors>2% 

32% 

sensors>2% 

32% 

sensors>2% 

50% 

sensors>2% 

50% 

sensors>2% 

50% 

sensors>2% 

100% 

sensors>2% 

Daylight 

Autonomy 
0%~95% 10%~96% 9%~95% 10%~96% 44%~91% 55%~93% 55%~91% 77%~94% 

UDI 

UDI<100=31%, 

UDI100-

2000=22%, 

UDI>2000=47% 

UDI<100=25%, 

UDI100-

2000=11%, 

UDI>2000=64% 

UDI<100=28%, 

UDI100-

2000=18%, 

UDI>2000=54% 

UDI<100=22%, 

UDI100-

2000=2%, 

UDI>2000=76% 

UDI<100=9%, 

UDI100-

2000=54%, 

UDI>2000=37% 

UDI<100=7%, 

UDI100-

2000=37%, 

UDI>2000=55% 

UDI<100=9%, 

UDI100-

2000=42%, 

UDI>2000=49% 

UDI<100=4%, 

UDI100-

2000=28%, 

UDI>2000=68% 

DAcon 

58% of all 

illuminance 

sensors have a 
DAcon above 

40% 

95% of all 

illuminance 

sensors have a 
DAcon above 

40% 

95% of all 

illuminance 

sensors have a 
DAcon above 

40% 

100% of all 

illuminance 

sensors have a 
DAcon above 

40% 

90% of all 

illuminance 

sensors have a 
DAcon above 

80% 

90% of all 

illuminance 

sensors have a 
DAcon above 

80% 

90% of all 

illuminance 

sensors have a 
DAcon above 

80% 

100% of all 

illuminance 

sensors have a 
DAcon above 

80% 

DAmax 

0% of all 
illuminance 

sensors have a 

DAmax above 
5% 

21% of all 
illuminance 

sensors have a 

DAmax above 
5% 

32% of all 
illuminance 

sensors have a 

DAmax above 
5% 

21% of all 
illuminance 

sensors have a 

DAmax above 
5% 

0% of all 
illuminance 

sensors have a 

DAmax above 
5% 

15% of all 
illuminance 

sensors have a 

DAmax above 
5% 

20% of all 
illuminance 

sensors have a 

DAmax above 
5% 

15% of all 
illuminance 

sensors have a 

DAmax above 
5% 

It provides full credit only to values between 100lux and 

2,000lux suggesting that horizontal illumination values 

outside of this range are not useful. The 2,000lux is an 

‘upper threshold’ above which daylight is not wanted due to 

potential glare or overheating. The 100lux as 'down 

threshold' which is too dark to be applied as an illumination 

source. UDI100-2000 of the old facility range from 28% to 

54% while the new one has a range between 2% and 22%. 

The UDI<100 of the old facility have higher percentage 
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values than the new ones, which means that the old facility 

was darker under daylight condition.  

Both of the dining rooms face south. The old dining room 

has clerestory windows which are open to all four cardinal 

directions with 1.2m overhangs. The south side wall is a 

curtain wall where wide curtain wall glazing is installed. 

The new dining rooms have 5 windows and the each 

window is 1.9m wide x2.4m high. The WWR of the old 

facility, 0.62 is 77% higher than the new one’s WWR, 0.35. 

TABLE 2 shows that the daylight metrics from DAYSIM 

indicate that the old living dining room outperformed in 

terms of daylighting.  

 

TABLE 2. ANNUAL DAYLIGHT AVAILABILITY IN THE DINING ROOMS OF THE OLD AND NEW FACILITY 

 Dining Room at New Facility Dining Room at Old Facility 

Orientation South South 
Area 153.75m

2 57.72m
2 

WWR 0.35 0.62 
Wall Color Gray Ivory 
Daylight 

Factor 
51% sensors>2% 100% sensors>2% 

Daylight 

Autonomy 
48%~96% 78%~94% 

UDI UDI<100=8%, UDI100-2000=8%, UDI>2000=84% . UDI<100=4%, UDI100-2000=22%, UDI>2000=68% . 

DAcon 
91% of all illuminance sensors have a DAcon 

above 80% 
100% of all illuminance sensors have a DAcon 

above 80% 

DAmax 
29% of all illuminance sensors have a DAmax 

above 5% 
15% of all illuminance sensors have a DAmax 

above 5% 

4.2 Glare Evaluation And HDR Photography 

Quantifying glare in buildings using the concept of 

a ‘glare index’ has long been of interest to improve 

the ability to deal with glare. A glare index is a 

numerical expression derived from the luminance 

distribution in the field of view of an observer. This 

is reflected in most glare metric calculations which 

predict the probability of experiencing visual 

discomfort, rather than visual disability in a space. 

In this study, glare evaluation using HDR images is 

based on the discomfort classification table (see 

TABLE 3) introduced in Jakubiec’s paper, the 

‘Adaptive Zone,’ a concept for assessing discomfort 

glare throughout daylit spaces. 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 3. DISCOMFORT CLASSIFICATION 

(Jakubiec, 2002) 

 

4.2.1 The West-Facing Old Personal Living Unit 

Fig. 6 shows that the luminance ratio between the 

brightest and darkest point is 104, which is greater 

contrast than in new one (63.64) (see Fig. 8).  

However, Fig.5 shows that the 1.8m overhang 

effectively takes away direct sunshine and the trees 

outdoors cut down the high luminance sky area. The 

matte finished light colored walls diffuse daylight 

without glare. The glossy vinyl floor creates glare 

Discomfort 

classification 

Glare range values 

DGP DGI UGR CGI VCP 

Imperceptible <0.30 <18 <13 <13 
80-

100 

Perceptible 
0.30–

0.35 

18-

24 

13-

22 

13-

22 

60-

80 

Disturbing 
0.35–

0.45 

24-

31 

22-

28 

22-

28 

40-

60 

Intolerable >0.45 >28 >28 >28 <40 
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with a strong source of daylight. The light floor color 

is more effective to diffuse more daylight than the 

new building has. 

 

Fig. 5: HDRI at the west-facing old personal living 

unit (Date: November/ 11/ 2:29pm, Weather: Partly 

Cloudy)

 

Fig. 6: Luminance map at the west-facing old 

personal living unit 

TABLE 4 shows that DGP, DGI is located in the 

imperceptible range while only DGP of the new 

facility is in the imperceptible ranges. 

TABLE 4: DISCOMFORT CLASSIFICATION OF 

THE OLD PERSONAL LIVING UNIT USING 

ACTUAL HDRI ABOVE 

DGP 0.23 <0.3 Imperceptible 
DGI 17.95 <18 Imperceptible 
UGR 20.19 13-22 Perceptible 
VCP 72.55 60-80 Perceptible 
CGI 22.87 22-28 Disturbing 
 

4.2.2 The West-Facing New Personal Living Unit 

Fig. 7 taken in the new building at 3:30pm shows the 

glare problem. 3:30pm is early to have evening glare. 

This indicates how the lack of shading creates a glare 

issue in the afternoon. Vertical louvers or fins are 

especially recommended for west facades. The high 

luminance value from visible sky area through the 

windows creates a high luminance contrast which is 

not recommended for a comfortable visual 

environment. The reflected sunlight creates veiling 

glare on the hard floor surface. The glossy surface 

also creates glare from strong daylight. 

 

Fig. 7: HDRI at the west-facing new personal living 

unit (Date: November/ 11/ 3:30pm, Weather: Cloudy) 

 

Fig. 8: Luminance map at the west-facing new 

personal living unit 

TABLE 5 shows that the values of the glare metrics 

are higher than the old ones’ (see TABLE 4) except 

for VCP. Two glare metrics (UGR, CGI) indicate 
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‘disturbing’ while only CGI is in the ‘disturbing’ 

range in the old facility. 

TABLE 5: DISCOMFORT CLASSIFICATION OF 

THE NEW PERSONAL LIVING UNIT USING 

ACTUAL HDRI ABOVE 

DGP 0.25 <0.3 Imperceptible 
DGI 19.65 18-24 Perceptible 
UGR 22.69 22-28 Disturbing 
VCP 62.64 60-80 Perceptible 
CGI 24.79 22-28 Disturbing 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This study has concluded that daylight levels in the 

new facility are lower than in the old one, even 

though current research findings indicate the need for 

higher illumination for the elderly. The old facility 

provided wider views to the exterior through larger 

windows, and the trees in front of the windows 

blocked the entrance of sunlight to the interior spaces. 

The new facility needs to incorporate better shading 

devices (both interior and exterior) for better control 

of glare and improve visual comfort for its residents. 

We believe that new assisted living facilities need to 

be carefully designed to maximize the use of daylight 

to much higher illuminance levels than the ones 

required by standards and codes. More research 

needs to be done to incorporate sunlighting systems 

in locations like South Texas with predominantly 

sunny clear skies year-round. 
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